The following announcement must be read to passengers before arrival in
Australia. Delivery of this message is a legal requirement under Australian law.
This is an approved announcement and must not be edited.
Important passenger announcement
This is an important message from the Australian Government. Australia has
strict biosecurity laws that apply to you. We need your help to protect Australia’s
environment, unique wildlife, farming and way of life from dangerous pests and
diseases.
That’s why you must always declare or dispose of food and ingredients, such as
fruit, vegetables, spices, grains, meat, eggs and dairy as well as plants, flowers or
seeds and wood and animal products, such as fur or shells.
You must also declare any shoes or equipment with soil on them, or that have
been used in rivers and lakes, or if you have been to a farm or in contact with
farm animals in the past 30 days.
Remember, all food you are served on-board must be left on-board. Do not take it
with you when you leave.
When you arrive, a biosecurity officer will check your incoming passenger
declaration, and your bags may be screened and inspected. You are responsible
for all items in your luggage.
If you don’t declare truthfully, it may result in a penalty. Your visa may be
cancelled and you may be refused entry into Australia. You might also be
prosecuted in court.
If you are unsure, just declare it.
You will not be penalised if you declare and present all goods, even if they are
not allowed into Australia.
We also need to keep people safe from communicable diseases. If you feel sick,
and have a fever, cough, sore throat, or are having difficulty breathing, please tell
a crew member now. This will protect you, your family and other members of the
community.
Make your arrival into Australia as easy as possible. Just declare it.
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